


The gateway to your collection 

A turnkey web application that adapts to the look and feel  

of your website, ProSeek allows patrons, from academic  

researchers to history buffs, to browse your collections  

with ease.  

Merge your collections seamlessly 

ProSeek provides the platform. It archives images, text and 

audio, and is scalable for your growing collection, so you can 

add items or users when you wish. 

A smooth user experience 

ProSeek supports simple access with intuitive navigation for 

anyone who can use a browser, yet it includes sophisticated 

user features for fast and efficient searches. 

 Search by collection, file type or other attributes 

 View images instantly with responsive zoom control 

 Take notes as you explore by copying the OCR’d text to a 

clipboard; utilizing Google Translate 

 Search terms for any object, including audio 

 Generate a PDF of selected images to be printed or saved 

for later reference 

 Use Boolean operators 

 Do wild card searches 

 Search audio by time code 

 Search with Map Locations 

 Add annotations 

 Access help files easily 

 Edit OCR 

Control and efficiency for  

administrators 

You control ProSeek—its look, the collections to be searched, the 

way collections are described, features that protect your  

collections, watermarking and more. Ongoing management is  

vastly simplified, with many automated functions. 

 Archives images while creating access, in one  

operation 

 Allows viewing of object metadata and  

bibliographic data 

 Supports OAI and Zotero 

 Creates image watermarks 

 Uses standardized file formats 

 Complete documentation is provided 

 

 



Technical data 

For easy migration and trouble-free access, ProSeek uses TIFF, 

the recognized and preferred file format for archiving images. 

For viewing, the TIFF image converts to JPEG on the fly, using 

less bandwidth. 

For audio, ProSeek uses the industry standard Broadcast Wave 

Format, an extension of the WAV file, with MODS metadata 

embedded into the XML chunk within the BWF file. During  

audio data conversion, an Ogg Vorbis file is created and stored 

with the archive file. It is the Ogg file that is then accessed by 

the user.  

 

The software tools included in the ProSeek system provide  

complete flexibility to convert your data for archive and  

display, create and edit metadata in standard METS and  

MODS formatted XML files, create and modify collections  

and index your data to allow high speed access to both the  

word data and the metadata contained within your collection  

database.  

ProSeek also supports metadata distribution systems including  

OAI-PMH and COinS.  

Hosting and support 

ProSeek is easy enough to implement at your server, but  

if you prefer, we will gladly host your system. You retain 

the same control you would have at your site, but technical 

performance is monitored by us.  

We also provide service agreements and other assistance to  

keep your mind at ease about your digital collections.  

Call your Northern Micrographics Sales Representative to find 

out more about our hosting and support services. 

System requirements 

ProSeek is ready to install on your web server, designed to  

run on any system that will run ApacheTM Tomcat 6 or greater. 

Client browser support includes Microsoft Internet  

Explorer/Edge, Mozilla Firefox, Google Chrome and Safari. The 

latest version of all supported browsers is recommended. 
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Founded to break new ground 

In 1947, as Microcard Corporation, we established one of the first microfiche imaging production  

facility in the United States, making the new imaging method widely available for the first  

time. Ever since, Northern Micrographics has specialized in developing new solutions for  

both preservation and access.  

 

Embracing the newest archiving technologies 

During the 1970s and 1980s, developments in microfilm made unprecedented quality  

possible. As digital imaging emerged, Northern Micrographics adapted new digital  

technologies to create more robust preservation, cataloguing, retrieval and distribution  

options.  

 

A reputation for excellence in collection preservation 

Applying our broad experience, we consult with clients and make thoughtful  

recommendations based on their priorities. We offer a wide range of preservation services  

and software including microfilming, digital archiving, metadata creation, search and  

distribution of images, text and audio.  

 

Our proprietary software products, ProSeek and PhotoAtlas, fill specific needs identified  

through many years of collaborating with our clients.  

 

Each project is unique. Let’s begin the conversation about yours.  

Northern Micrographics specializes in digital and film solutions for preservation and access to  

documents, books, newspapers, drawings, city directories and photograph collections.  
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